
Motor Controller Operating Manual CT-CM

* Please read the manual carefully before operating

Product Introduction
Motor controller HAMOTOR miniature micro module designed to operate Motors in AC mains, and in
DC powered environments. On AC mains it operates with common neutral lead. Two Relay switches
enable Direction control of Motor loads.
Themotor controller also operates as a repeaterwithin the Z-Wave network it is associated to.

Typical Motor loads on Relays (2R) are: Curtain Motors with mechanical limiters, Gate Openers,
Shutter Motors

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Motor Controller specifications and permissible maximum load ratings given are tested at +25oC

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Power Input 100VAC-240VAC +/-10%, 50/60Hz

Maximum Load/Relay – L1 & L2 300W Inductive load @250VAC

DC SPECIFICATIONS

Power Input 24VDC-300VDC

Maximum Load/Relay 300W Inductive load @30VDC

GENERAL

Power Consumption <0.5W no load <0.9W loaded

Operating Temperature -10C to +85C

Relative Humidity 8 – 80%

Dimensions 45mm x 45mm x 16mm

Power Consumption <0 .6Watt

RF Frequency 865.22MHz for India
EU / USA Frequency available

Typical Line of Sight Range Up to 30M Indoor
Up to 50M Outdoor

Plastics Fire retardant ABS

REFERENCES
Inclusion: Include the Motor Controller to the Z-Wave network.
Exclusion: Removing a device from the Z-Wave network.

Standard Z-Wave Terms Synonyms
Inclusion Adding
Exclusion Removing

I.BRIEF DESCRIPTION ABOUT COMBOMICRO MODULE
It is a wireless home automation system, based on Z-Wave technology. this provides many advantages
when compared to similar systems. In general, home automation devices have been using wired and
wireless devices in combination. Unfortunately the wired solutions need extensive re work for an
existing house or can only be installed in new installations and in extremely expensive. The advantage
of our System is that its devices apart from being transmitters and receivers of signals are also signal
"repeaters". This product can be included and operated in any Z-Wave network with other Z-Wave
certified devices from any other manufacturers.

All constantly powered nodes in the same network will act as “repeaters” regardless of the vendor in
order to increase reliability of the network. When a direct connection path between the transmitter
and the receiver cannot be established, the connection may be achieved through other intermediate
devices.

Combo Bidirectional is a bi-directional wireless system. It means that the signal is not only sent to the
receivers but also the receivers send the confirmation of its reception. This operation confirms their
status so to check whether they are active or not. This cutting edge technology also enables
compatibility with security and surveillance systems.

It operates in the free band for data transmission. The frequency depends on radio regulations in
individual country. Each module network has its own unique network identification number (home
ID), which is why it is possible to operate two or more independent systems in a single building
without any interference.

Many manufacturers in various industries offer solutions based on Z-Wave technology, guaranteeing
their compatibility. This means that the system is open and it may be extended in the future.

It generates a dynamic network structure. After Module System is switched on, the location of its
individual components is automatically updated in real-time through status confirmation signals
received from devices operating in a "mesh" network.

The In-Wall Micro module Switch is hereinafter referred to as Combo Micro Module Switch is
designed to switch on/off and dim devices connected to its terminals using radio waves,
controllers directly connected to regular Switch.

 Danger of electrocution. Even when the device is turned off, voltage may be present at
its terminals. Any works introducing changes into the configuration of connections or the load
must be always performed with disconnected voltage (disable the MCB).

ASSEMBLINGMOTOR CONTROLLER
Before installation ensure that the voltage supply is disconnected by tripping off the MCB

Decide what motor you want to connect to the controller. It is recommended to use proper coupling
methods to avoid short circuits. Please use minimum 15AWG / 1.5mm2electrical wire for Phase wire
when connecting AC / DC Motors to the CT-CM. For the switches you can use 1mm2 electrical wire or
any other shielded wire. This device requires a neutral lead to operate.

The switch circuit is clearly demarked on the right side and the loads are connected on the left hand
side including the Phase and Neutral. DO NOT connect ground or phase on S1/S2- this will
damage the device and void warranty. We recommend you to use Curtain Motors with mechanical
limiters though there are configuration options to set the start and end point.

Load Connections Switch Connections
Phase – Phase Common – 3V Common for switches
Neutral – Neutral S1 = Switch to control Direction A
Open – Load 1 fromMotor S2 = Switch to control Direction B
Close – Load 2 fromMotor

III. INSTALLATION PROCESS

1. Installing the Motor Controller Micro Module
STEP 1
Switch off the mains by tripping the MCB OFF. Disconnect the switches completely from the existing
electrical wiring. Connect Phase wire to Phase on the CT-CM and the Neutral wire accordingly. Now
take a newwire and connect the common from the module to common on the switches. (This is
typically the bottom terminal on a switch). Now connect wires from terminal marked Open to the
switch you want to use for opening the Curtain / Gate etc. Now connect the wire from terminal
marked Close to the switch you want to use for Closing the Curtain / Gate.

Let us move to the power section now. You will be using a 4-wire motor to control the direction, 4
wire motors will have phase neutral and 2 load wires (one for open and one for close) . Connect the
wire to open the motor to the terminal marked S1 on our module. Connect the second wire to the
S2 terminal. Check these connections on the motor directly first before connecting to the CT-CM
controller.

Complete all the connections and check the pairing before sealing the electrical box. You can use a
toggle switch or a calling bell type switch to operate the motor. Calling bell type switch needs to
press and held till you reach your desired state while a toggle switch needs to be left ON / OFF state.

[Adding / Removing] Combo Switch [ To / From] Z-wave
network STEP 2
Motor Controller must be placed within the range of Primary controller, as adding mode requires direct
communication with the controller. If the controller can be moved closer do so at this time.
STEP 3
Set the Controller in add/remove mode (see the Home Controller’s manual)
STEP 4
Device can be included/added to the Z-Wave network by connecting S3 (dimmer) and pressing
it once. At the same time controller/gateway is expected to be in inclusion mode.


NOTE: In case you are not able to add the module to the controller try to reset the device and re add again. After

successful inclusion S3MUST be switched OFF or disconnected

2. Resetting Micro Module Z-wave Settings
Reset the device to factory setting by going into the Gateway and removing the device from it.
Alternate method is to set parameter 170 for factory reset, please consult parameter section for
more details.

3. CalibrationMode
The CT-CM is by default calibrated to control motors with mechanical limiters. Please consult
advanced parameters for changing the default value of 1 minute. (Open / Close)


NOTE: Certain motors have mechanical limiters with self calibration. Use a 4 wire motor only.

4. Controlling by Toggle switches
S1 and S2 can be controlled by Toggle switches.
Toggle switch (operates as a two-position switch, it has no spring that would push the device
after releasing manual pressure)

To open the curtain / gate connected to our module press the S1 switch to ON position and the
curtain will open. To close the curtain put S1 switch to OFF position and turn the S2 switch to ON
Position. When both the switches are in ON position motor will stop. Momentarily switching ON any
switch will perform the OPEN (or) close action till the switch is ON Position.


NOTE: Antenna TIPS

Locate the antenna as far from metal elements as possible (connecting wires, bracket rings, etc.) in
order to prevent interferences. Metal surfaces in the direct vicinity of the antenna (e.g. flush mounted
metal boxes, metal door frames) may impair signal reception.
Do not cut or shorten the antenna - its length is matched to the band in which the system operates.


NOTE: Danger of electrocution! Only a qualified electrician may perform all works on the device. Observe national

regulations.



S1 Switch S2 Switch Action
ON OFF Motor rotates in direction A
OFF ON Motor rotates in direction B
ON ON Motor stops rotating
OFF OFF Motor stops rotating

5. Controlling Using Curtain Switches
We highly recommend using curtain control switches as they are easy to operate. These switches
are spring operated and have a push back mechanism. Holding S1 will open the curtain and holding
S2 will Close the curtain. You can select a middle level for the curtain by letting go of the switches at
any time.

6. Settings Additional Parameters
Because, curtain motors will have startup delay (internal relay switching) and stop play,
sometimes the default values may not suffice, especially when using non conventional motors.

Please use the below parameters for setting it.
Parameter number : 171

VIII.Recommendations
 Use Color Coded and different gauge wires for Phase & Neutral. Use thin wires for

switch control, this will ensure added safety in cases where a new electrician is
working on the module.

 Make sure to mark the open / close cables properly so you can fix them at a later stage
if a problem arises in the motor easily.

 Here is a picture of how your Home Controller UI will look.

Default Value : 6000
Size : 4-Byte decimal
Possible Values : (see below table)

4 - Byte Value Duration
1500 15 seconds
3000 30 seconds
6000 1min
30000 5min
180000 30min
360000 1 hour

IV.Factory Reset
Parameter number : 170.
Description : Set to factory default.
Default Value : 85.
Size : 1-Byte decimal.
Possible Values : 85.

To set the additional parameters log on to Controller from your web browser. Click on the "Dimmer
Module" master node that you want to set parameters for. To identify the master module click on
settings and check that the device ID is a numeric and not alpha numeric like e1, e2 or e3. Once you
identified the master, click on "Device Options" then click "Add Configuration Settings" now enter
the parameter number in the Variable box, set the size to 2 byte Dec and enter the desired parameter
value. (If you select 2 byte hex then the value must be in hexadecimal format)

V.TECHNICAL INFORMATION
 Controlled by Panel switches or via IPhone, Android tablets.
 Supports scene grouping, open the curtains along with any other scene.
 Fine calibration options.
 Use any existing electrical switch from any manufacturer.

VI.OPERATING THE COMBOMicro Module
The open close functionality of your motor may be operated using the following:

 Toggle Switches connected to S1, S2.
 Momentary / Curtain Switches.
 Any controller compatible with basic implementation of Z-Wave.
 Any controller compatible with multichannel implementation.
 Z-Wave compatible Android and IOS apps are available for Controller.

VII.COMMON ISSUES
Pairing not working: Make sure the controller and the combo switch is within 10 feet of each other.
Reset the module and try once more

X.12 Months Guarantee

 The Manufacturer is responsible for equipment malfunction resulting from physical defects
(manufacturing or material) of the Device for 12 months from the date of purchase.

 During the Guarantee period, the Manufacturer shall remove any defects, free of charge, by
repairing or replacing (at the sole discretion of the Manufacturer) any defective components of
the Device with new or regenerated components that are free of defects. When the repair is
impossible, the Manufacturer reserves the right to replace the device with a new or
regenerated one, which shall be free of any defects and its condition shall not be worse than
the original device owned by the Customer.

 Costs of delivering the faulty device shall be borne by the Customer.

 The Manufacturer shall not be liable for damages to property caused by defective device. The
Manufacturer shall not be liable for indirect, incidental, special, consequential or punitive
damages, or for any damages, including, inter alia, loss of profits, savings, data, loss of benefits,
claims by third parties and any property damage or personal injuries arising from or related
to the use of the Device.

 The guarantee shall not cover:

 Mechanical damages caused by impact, falling or dropping the device or their
object, improper use or not observing the operating manual);

 Damages resulting from external causes, e.g.: flood, storm, fire, lightning, natural
disasters, earthquakes, war, civil disturbance, force majeure, unforeseen
accidents, theft, water damage, liquid leakage, battery spill, weather conditions,
sunlight, sand, moisture, high or low temperature, air pollution;

 Damages resulting from: surges in the power and/or telecommunication
network, improper connection to the grid in a manner inconsistent with the
operating manual, or from connecting other devices not recommended by the
Manufacturer.

 Damages resulting from the use of spurious spare parts or accessories improper for
given model, repairing and introducing alterations by unauthorized persons.

 Defects caused by operating faulty Device or accessories

For any technical and support queries, please contact

CONFIO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
276, 7THMAIN, JP NAGAR 4TH PHASE,
BANGALORE-560078
KARNATAKA – INDIA

EMAIL: support@confio.in

Mobile: +91-80-4809 4848
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